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Tax Justice Aotearoa position on new rules about beneficial ownership, proposed by 

Government as set out in Cabinet papers released 22 March 2022: Better visibility of 

individuals who control companies and limited partnerships  

Date: 27 May 2022 

 

Introduction 

New rules relating to beneficial ownership were first publicly aired by Government in 2018. A 

further version of these proposals was released in March 2022: (the ‘Better Visibility papers’) 

https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/18891-beneficial-ownership-information-regulatory-

impact-statement-proactiverelease-pdf 

This 2022 iteration is significantly strengthened compared with its predecessor. Tax Justice 

Aotearoa supports and welcomes the aims of the proposals and much of their content. We 

acknowledge that details of the proposals will be further fleshed out in the draft Bill. We 

consider, however, that the proposals are limited in important respects and that it is appropriate 

to note our concerns before the draft Bill is released.  

In general terms, the paper would require companies, limited partnerships, and other 

arrangements such as trusts, to provide the Companies Office with information about their 

beneficial owners. Unique identifiers would be established for individuals who hold the positions 

of beneficial owners, together with directors and general partners of these entities. 

This position paper first discusses the scope of the proposals: their limited application to some 

entities, that is, (1) trusts; and (2) possibly some companies.  Then we go through a range of 

other details. 

 

Limited application to trusts 

Definition  

The proposals refer to trusts by including them in the definition of ‘beneficial ownership’. This is 

done by defining ‘beneficial owner’ first as it applies to companies (according to such criteria as 

minimum ownership, voting rights, right to appoint or remove directors, have the right to 

exercise, or actually exercise, significant influence or control). The paper then says: ‘[or 

individuals] who have the right to exercise, or actually exercise, significant influence or control 

over the activities of a trust or other organisation which is not a legal entity, but would itself 

satisfy any of the above conditions if it were an individual’. (23.5)  

TJA considers that the second part of this definition, i.e. ‘but would itself satisfy any of the 

above conditions if it were an individual’, is not totally clear in its application to trusts. We 

suggest, instead, being explicit about what ‘influence or control’ could mean in relation to trusts. 

A clearer definition would read, “a natural person who has the right to exercise, or who actually 
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does exercise, influence or control over the activities of a trust or other legal arrangement. 

Means of influence or control include, but are not limited to, those arising from the ownership, 

potential or actual benefits, decisions relating to trust assets, activities, contractual matters, and 

managerial appointments, and the power to amend trust deeds or remove or appoint trustees.”1 

In addition, the proposals, where the trust is a beneficial owner of a company, seem only to 

require the person with effective control over trust to be identified, rather than all parties 

associated with the trust.  

We recommend:  

(1) That beneficial owner(ship) in relation to trusts be defined as “a natural person who has 

the right to exercise, or who actually does exercise, influence or control over the 

activities of a trust or other legal arrangement. Means of influence or control include, but 

are not limited to, those arising from ownership, potential or actual benefits, decisions 

relating to trust assets, activities, contractual matters, and managerial appointments, 

and the power to amend trust deeds or remove or appoint trustees.” 

(2) That when a trust itself is a beneficial owner (of assets including other legal assets), all 

parties to the trust be identified as beneficial owners. 

 

No proposal for a register of trusts 

Apart from the actual definition of beneficial owner in relation to trusts, a more fundamental 

issue is the lack of any proposal for a register for trusts. New Zealand has a transparent and 

effective system for registering companies, and we also require registration for charitable trusts 

and incorporated societies. But we have no provision for a register for non-charitable trusts, 

unlike the United Kingdom and several European countries. This is counter to the EU’s 5th Anti-

Money Laundering (AML) Directive and the most recent recommendations from the 

international Financial Action Task Force (FATF). The Government proposals in the Better 

Visibility papers include a proposed register for beneficial owners, but this is not the same as a 

register for trusts. 

This creates practical problems for giving effect to the Government proposals in relation to 

trusts. We do not know how many trusts there are in New Zealand (other than there are a lot), 

what they do or who is involved in any capacity. This is because there is no existing 

requirement to notify such information. Nor do the new proposals recommend any such 

requirement. Hence there will be no obvious way to monitor whether beneficial owners in trust 

settings have or have not volunteered information on whether they exist as beneficial owners 

and should be identified on the register.  

Given this gap, we consider there is a real risk that implementing the rules in relation to trusts 

will be unworkable. The inclusion of trusts in the definition appears to be an ‘add on’. It interacts 

awkwardly with other provisions.  

A register of trusts is needed. This is not an original idea and has been both recommended and 

established in other parts of the world. We recognise that regulation of trusts in New Zealand is 

the responsibility of the Minister of Justice, but we consider that the proposals relating to 

                                                           
1 See https://taxjustice.net/2022/03/21/how-to-improve-the-eus-anti-money-laundering-aml-package-on-beneficial-

ownership-registration/ 
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beneficial owners involve both justice and commerce. There is, therefore, a need for 

collaboration and interlinkages between relevant legislation.  

 

Apart from issues of workability, as just noted, the justifications for requiring a register of trusts 

include: 

1. Principle: transparency is fundamental to democracy and good governance. 

2. International law and standards: International agencies such as FATF and the EU have 

become stronger in their recommendations for transparency around trusts. While these 

recommendations are not binding in NZ in a strictly legal sense, they nevertheless have 

a significant degree of legal and economic status. 

3. Efficiency: various government agencies in Aotearoa New Zealand already, and 

separately, collect information on trusts. For example, Inland Revenue collects 

information on trusts that generate income and therefore incur a tax liability. Inland 

Revenue must do a modicum of due diligence in verifying the information provided. Any 

other agency attempting to obtain information on the trust’s activities may not know 

about the information collected by IR. This may require verification efforts to be 

duplicated.  

4. Law enforcement: Secrecy about trusts enables tax evasion, money laundering, and 

illicit financial flows for a host of criminal purposes. Transparency would act both as a 

deterrent for using trust and corporate arrangements for illegal purposes and would 

assist with investigation and prosecution.  

5. Having a register would provide an effective sanction for non-compliance with the duty 

to provide BO information: The Cabinet proposals do, as noted, apply to beneficial 

owners in trusts, although there is no requirement for trust registration. As stated above, 

this creates a problem in that there is no obvious way to find out whether possible 

beneficial owners are complying with the rules. Having a trust register would provide a 

clear way of clarifying whether the duty to provide BO information applies. It also 

provides a straightforward sanction for noncompliance: a trust that fails to provide 

relevant information about its beneficial owner(s) would be liable to de-registration and 

hence inability to continue operation as a trust. 

We recommend that:  

(1) The rules ensure a register of trusts, and that trust registration should be a necessary 

legal requirement for that trust to have legal validity.  

(2) We have no particular views on the appropriate legal vehicle for such registration, but 

any requirement would seem most appropriately homed in the Trusts Act.  

 

Companies: would the new rules apply to all companies? 

While the proposals seem clear in their application to companies in a general sense, they do 

not spell out whether they apply to all forms of companies. While they would apply, for 

example, to companies under the State-owned Enterprises Act, given they are formed under 

the Companies Act, the proposals are not clear that they apply to co-operative companies 

which have their own Acts, such as:  

• Co-operative Companies Act 1996 

• Industrial and Provident Societies Act 1908 

• Building Societies’ Act 1965 
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• Friendly Societies and Credit Unions Act 1982 

We recommend that: 

The rules clearly apply to all companies formed under the above acts and other acts relating to 

particular industries. 

 

Other issues relevant to rules around beneficial ownership 

Other relevant issues arise from the Better Visibility papers that relate to both companies and 

trusts. These include:  

• Details on information to be collected 

• Who should have the duty to provide information 

• Disclosure of information: to whom, under what conditions, with what if any 

qualifications 

• Standards governing information provision 

• Sanctions for non-provision of the required information 

• Relationship between new rules relating to beneficial ownership and other transparency 

measures 

 

Details on information to be provided/collected 

Para 25 of the Better Visibility paper sets out a list of information to be provided/collected, i.e. 

that biographic, contact and corporate information be collected about beneficial owners and 

stored on a new register. These details are likely to comprise (according to Better Visibility): full 

legal name; the date when the person became a beneficial owner; the basis on which they are 

a beneficial owner; address for service; date and place of birth; a telephone number and an 

email address used by the person; nationalities; countries of residence; and their residential 

address. 

TJA considers that these details are all critical but that more is needed. We recommend that, in 

addition to the above details, the following details relating to beneficial owners be specified for 

both companies and trusts:  

1. Income statement  

2. Balance sheet  

3. Cash-flow 

4. Statement on taxes due for the current period, estimates of taxes due in future periods, 

and tax paid 

5. IRD number of the trust or company (as relevant) 

6. Statement of accounting policies  

7. Explanation of rewards paid to directors  

8. Details of payments to other staff and the total numbers of staff  

9. Notes explaining other data in the income statement and balance sheet  

10. Country-by-country reporting data, if the company operates in more than one jurisdiction  

 

We recommend that the following additional details be included for trusts with beneficial owners 

1. Place of incorporation [of trust] 
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2. Location of business activity  

3. Names of directors  

4. Nature of business activities  

5. Names of owners of any stake in the business over 10 per cent  

6. Information on businesses which have a legal or financial connection with the company, 

partnership or trust (e.g. subsidiaries). 

 

We recommend that the following additional details be included for companies: 

1. Details on shareholders, directors and nominees  

2. Type of company 

3. Registration date 

4. Formation document 

5. Physical location 

6. Names and addresses of persons holding legal control (for example, directors and 

officers) and legal ownership (shareholders or members).” 

 

Who should have the duty to provide information? 

TJA agrees with the Better Visibility proposal (para 25) that the primary duty for providing 

information to the Registrar be the relevant entity: company, trust or other; and that 

shareholders, limited partners, and individuals who know or should know they are beneficial 

owners should have a duty to provide information to their entity.  

We also recommend a complementary duty on the lawyers, banks, accountants, real estate, 

and developers (as relevant) of the entities concerned. 

 

Disclosure: Availability and accessibility 

The Better Visibility proposals envisage that not all the collected information will be available to 

the public. The main details to be available publicly are set out in para 30: that is, the person’s 

name, the date on which they became a beneficial owner, and the basis on which they qualify 

as a beneficial owner.  

TJA considers that all details provided be available on the public register, except for ‘particular 

safety or welfare concerns’ as detailed below.  

 

Exception in Better Visibility proposals: The papers propose that beneficial owners of 

companies and limited partnerships (no mention is made of trusts, perhaps because no thought 

was given to them) should be able to request that “normally public information about them be 

suppressed, where they can demonstrate particular safety or welfare concerns.” TJA 

recognises that there may be legitimate safety concerns in some cases. Perhaps such 

concerns could extend to issues such as the potential for identity theft or abuse such as trolling. 

But any provision for an exception to normal public access rules would be open to abuse and 

should be drafted as tightly as possible.  

We recommend that provisions for exceptions to public disclosure of details relating to 

beneficial owners be consistent with any exceptions that currently apply to public disclosure of 

and access to details regarding legal ownership of companies.  
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We also recommend that the Registrar of the Register of Beneficial Owners be required to 

publish annual information on the number of requests granted annually and on what basis. This 

information would be aggregated and anonymous. It would apply to companies, partnerships 

and trusts. 

 

Standards governing information provision 

Information provided under new beneficial ownership rules should meet standards. The 

information must be capable of:  

• Verification 

• Comprehensibility  

• Searchability 

• Currency 

• Interoperability 

Verification means, among other things, that the company or trust must provide information that 

can be verified by appropriate documentation (e.g. passports with reference to identity) or 

sourcing in publicly available websites. The company/trust must provide further details if asked 

by the Registrar. Register officials should also be empowered and mandated to run further 

validation checks relying on technology that uses automated processes. For example, the Tax 

Justice Network recommends that an automated system be established to verify all of the 

information provided by checking that it is consistent with existing government databases, such 

as voter, property and vehicle registers. 

Comprehensibility must mean among aspects ‘machine-readable’ and, for at least some 

details, provided in such a way that enables the data to be cross-checked across agencies and 

jurisdictions.  

Searchability is related to comprehension. Registers that are easy to navigate and use an 

effective search function are likely to have a much greater impact. The Tax Justice Network, for 

example, recommends that users should be allowed to search by all category types (for 

example, entity name, date of incorporation, name of the owner, director and residence of 

owners or director). 

Currency: It is essential that the information recorded in the registry is up-to-date. Entities and 

individuals with duties to provide information should also be required to provide updates if any 

change occurs. Access to historical records, such as information on past shareholders and 

directors, should be provided. It may offer valuable insights into identifying and verifying who 

the beneficial owners are.  

Interoperability: Information should be provided consistently and enables searching across 

other sources of information provided to governments, as suggested by the Open Government 

Partnership (OGP 2019). This may be particularly relevant to the automatic exchange of 

information (AEOI) requirements.  

 

Sanctions for non-provision of required information 

Sanctions for noncompliance should include the usual offence/financial penalty regime; and the 

option of deregistration on non-compliance with information relating to beneficial ownership. 
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Companies, trusts, and other deregistered arrangements would be unable to continue 

operations.  

 

Relationship between rules relating to beneficial ownership and other transparency measures 

Relevant transparency measures include proposals for and compliance with measures 

mandating automatic exchange of information (AEOI) and public country by country reporting 

(pCBCR). As a matter of principle, transparency measures should be consistent with and 

support each other.  

 

Summary  

In TJA’s view, a principled approach to the often opaque topic of beneficial ownership should 

hold to transparency as fundamental. A register of trusts, and transparency of trusts, are 

essential on the grounds of principle, practicality, law enforcement, efficiency and compliance 

with international legal standards.  

All requirements relating to beneficial ownership should be detailed, comprehensive, subject to 

public access, effectively enforced, and consistent with appropriate standards. 

 

Author: Louise Delany, with feedback from members of Tax Justice Aotearoa 


